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Introduction

What is a Brand? 
Many people think of a brand as a logo, 
an icon or an ad campaign. These are 
all aspects of a brand, but a brand is 
much more than that, it’s a combination 
of every touchpoint and experience they 
have with the brand. 

A brand promises a consistent offering 
so that expectations about a product 
or service are always met. These 
expectations evolve into TRUST, 
resulting in a strong relationship between 
consumer and company.

Why Do We Need Brand Guidelines? 
Without guidelines we cannot deliver 
on the expectation our customers 
have about a consistent product or 
services. This may seem small but if a 
consumers see inconsistencies in our 
communications they can assume there 
is also inconsistency in our products 
and services. To build confidence and 
TRUST in our brand we must present 
ourselves in a consistent manner.

These guidelines introduce the  
DW Distribution visual identity system.  
The information included here will help you  
develop communications that project a 
unified consistent brand image.
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How To Use These Guidelines

Getting Started 
Use this guide as a tool to aid in 
the consistent expression of the 
DW Distribution brand as you develop 
all brand communications. 

By applying these styles in this guide 
consistently, you will maintain and 
enhance our brand values and create 
instant recognition for our products 
advertisements, publications, and 
programs.

• Brand Background Page 3

• Brand Core Page 4

Brand Identity Guidelines –  
Section 1 
This section illustrates the brand 
positioning and offers specific guidance 
for using the DW Distribution brand 
logos. Logo variation, sizes, colors and 
usage are all covered.

 • Brand Identity Guidelines Page 5

Look and Feel Guidelines –  
Section 2 
This section covers a wider range 
of brand assets centered around 
the general look and feel of brand 
communications. The Brands’ 
core elements, such as imagery, 
color, typography, icons and their 
interdependence are covered in  
this section. 

• Look and Feel Guidelines Page 13 
 - Color Page 15 
 - Type Page 17 
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Our brand core and brand background 
have two different but related functions. 
Our brand core defines who we are, 
what we offer and what makes us 
different from our competitors. Our brand 
background tells the story of how and 
why we became who we are today.

Root Strengths 

We are a brand with a unique history 
and a proud heritage that have made 
us who we are. They serve as a clear 
point of difference between us and 
our competitors and remain a strong 
platform on which to build our future.

Competitive Environment 
This reminds us who our competitors 
are. We need to be different from 
our competitors to continue to stand 
out in a competitive and changing 
marketplace.

Target Audience 

Our customers not only depend on 
us to deliver quality products at a 
competitive price, but also stand behind 
and support our products to ensure 
customer satisfaction.

Insight 
Our key insight is what our entire brand 
conveys. It defines what our customers 
want from us and how we strive to 
satisfy their needs.

Root Strengths 
•  3rd generation, independent business 

founded in 1955

•  Experienced management team from 
many industries in both distribution 
and manufacturing 

•  Strong balance sheet allows for 
investment when it’s deemed worthy

•  Executives active in industry groups

•  Developed a reputation as a trusted 
partner— who cares about the 
independent dealer

•  Laser focused on serving the  
Mid-Southwest—TX, OK, LA

•  An organization of people inspired  
to serve

Competitive Environment 
Current 
Typically good competitors who 
compete with some, but rarely all of 
the products DW carries. One step 
distribution and big box stores apply 
pressure that forces DW to be our best 
and to continuously improve.

Future 

National retailers (D, E, F, etc.), local 
suppliers, and future niche companies

Indirect 
Life and financial service industries

Target 
Total Population 

Over 1,500, mostly independent, 
lumber yards and door pre-hangers in 
the states of TX, OK and LA. Primarily 
focusing on approximately 350 Platinum 
& Gold customers.

Broad 

Lumberyard dealers and door  
pre-hangers who desire a partnership 
like relationship to buy and re-sell 
Millwork, Building Material and Door 
Units from DW.

Direct 
People who are looking to purchase 
quality products at a competitive price.

Insight 
Customers desire quick access to 
products that will fulfill their customer’s 
needs in typically tight turnaround.

Brand Background
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If our brand background sets the scene,  
the brand core tells our story.

Benefits 

Our benefits are what we offer to our 
customers, both emotional and material. 
The emotional benefits is how choosing 
us makes customers feel. It creates a 
richer, more powerful bond with them. 
The material benefit represents the 
logical reasons why a consumer would 
choose us. 

Values, Beliefs and Personality 
Our values and beliefs represent our 
moral commitments to employees, 
customers and partners. These guide us 
in making everyday decisions, as well 
as setting the long-term direction of the 
Brand. Our personality suggests how we 
interact with partners and customers.

Reasons to Believe 

Others can offer the same products as 
we do, but it takes commitment to really 
deliver and be credible to customers, 
employees and partners. Our reasons to 
believe are the proof we have to claim 
our positioning.

Our Mission, Vision, Values and Creed 

The core of our business is based on the 
mind set of our employees.

Benefits 

Emotional 
We are inspired to serve and we provide 
peace of mind in delivering quality 
products on time.

Material 
DW stocks the largest breadth and 
depth of building material products 
in our footprint. Each product is 
systematically reviewed by a senior 
team of managers. Products are 
selected via a Core2 strategy—ensuring 
that what we sell is important to DW, 
Core Vendors and Platinum & Gold 
Customers.

Values 
Provide products and service with 
integrity and a commitment to the 
customers we serve.

Belief 
Our customers should get affordable, 
quality building materials.

Personality 
We want to be your trusted partner 
in your journey to achieve the Great 
American Dream.

Reasons to Believe 
•  In the market for over 60 years.

•  Cares about me and my customers.

•  Most widely requested by...

•  Choice of...

Vision 
We inspire and help others build and 
achieve their great american dream

Mission 
We will be the leading two-step building 
products distributor in the markets  
we serve.

Core Values 
•  We are obsessed with living safely

•  We are guided by integrity  
and character

•  We are better together

•  We are passionate to improve

•  We are inspired by serving

•  We are driven to “get to yes

Creed
Inspire our people, Impress our 
customers and Improve our business

Brand Core
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Brand Identity Guidelines 
Section 1
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Brand logos, and positioning taglines help to promote recognition of the brand. Our 
styles are easily recognized by consumers, ensuring that marketing communications 
project consistent messaging. 

This section covers our Brand logo  
and positioning tagline. 

Logo Guidelines
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The DW Distribution Signature and Positioning Statement Logos 
DW Distribution has a unique “Signature” that we use to identify everything we 
produce and distribute. The Signature is our name.

DW Distribution’s “Positioning Statement” is use to identify our philosophy and 
heritage. The Positioning Statement is who we are.

•   The specifications for the visual proportions, spacing and alignment of these logos 
have been specified herein; there are no exceptions to these requirements. 

•   When applying the logos in any context, never attempt to create your own version 
by combining other elements to it. 

•   It is not acceptable to develop or use alternative logos, symbols, signatures 
or brands to mark or identify DW Distribution products, programs, services, or 
published materials in print or on the web. ONLY use the officially prepared electronic 
Signature artwork, which can be obtained from the Marketing Department. 

Our Signature Logo

Signature and Positioning Statement Logo Identity

Our Positioning Statement Logo
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The DW Distribution Inc Signature Logo Color 

The two-color Signature logo must only combine the colors Red with Dark Gray in 
either two Pantone (spot) colors or in four color process version. A one-color Dark 
Gray, Black and White (reverse) Signature logo is to be used without any other colors. 
The specifics are outlined in the following pages

Please contact the Marketing Department for logos. Formats available include 
Illustrator EPS (vector art), JPG, TIF, PNG or GIF. 

Signature Logo Color Variations

Example of two-color Pantone 7621C and Pantone 432C

Example of White (reverse) logo on Pantone 432C background

Example of White (reverse) logo on Black background

Example of White (reverse) logo on Red background

Example of one-color Black logo

Example of one-color Pantone 432C logo
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Clear Space 

Always separate the Signature logo from other accompanying text and graphic 
elements by a minimum specified distance of clear space. 

•   The amount of minimum clear space depends on the size of the Signature used.

•    Minimum clear space is expressed in terms of specific measurement called X, which 
is determined by the height of the D in the DW Distribution Signature.

•   The determined X for a specific Signature should be clear of any other graphics, 
type, or elements on all sides. 

•    Using more than the minimum clear space is always acceptable.

Minimum Size 

The minimum acceptable print size for the Signature is based on the height of the  
D in the DW Distribution Symbol, which must be at least three-sixteenth inch high. 

For digital media, the minimum size of the DW Distribution Signature should be no 
smaller than 56 pixels.

3/16 inch

56 px

x

x

x

Minimum Print Size 
The minimum height of the DW Distribution 
should be no smaller than 3/16 of an inch.

Minimum Digital Size 
The minimum height of the DW Distribution 
should be no smaller than 56 pixels tall.

Signature Logo Clear Space and Sizing
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Positioning Statement Logo Color Variations

The Driven To Build Positioning Statement Logo Color 

The one-color Positioning Statement logo must only be used in the colors Crimson 
Red, Dark Gray, Black or White. This logo can be used with or without the “Since 
1955”, the rule under the “Driven To Build” remains and is always included. 

The one-color Positioning Statement Crimson Red, Dark Gray and Black logos to be 
only on white backgrounds, and one-color White (reverse) logo only on Crimson Red, 
Dark Gray or black background is to be used without any other colors. The specifics 
are outlined in the following pages.

Please contact the Marketing Department for logos. Formats available include 
Illustrator EPS (vector art), JPG, TIF, PNG or GIF. 

Example of one-color Crimson Red logo

Example of White (reverse) logo Dark Gray background

Example of White (reverse) logo black background

Example of White (reverse) logo on Crimson Red background

Example of one-color Dark Gray logo

Example of one-color Black logo
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Clear Space 

Always separate the Positioning Statement logo from other accompanying text and 
graphic elements by a minimum specified distance of clear space. 

•   The amount of minimum clear space depends on the size of the logo used.

•    Minimum clear space is expressed in terms of specific measurement called X, which 
is determined by the height from the top of the rule to the bottom of the “Since 1955” 
type, this applies to both versions – including the without “Since 1955” version.

•   The determined X for a specific Signature should be clear of any other graphics, 
type, or elements on all sides. 

•    Using more than the minimum clear space is always acceptable.

Minimum Size 

The minimum acceptable print size for the Positioning Statement is based on the 
combined height of the “Driven To Build” and the rule below, which must be at least 
three-sixteenth inch high. 

For digital media, the minimum combined size of the “Driven To Build” and the rule 
below, should be no smaller than 56 pixels.

3/16 inch

56 px

Minimum Print Size 
The minimum height of the Driven To Build 
should be no smaller than 3/16 of an inch.

Minimum Digital Size 
The minimum height of the Driven To Build 
should be no smaller than 56 pixels tall.

Positioning Statement Logo Clear Space and Sizing

x

x

x
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How NOT to Use the Signatures
Proper use of the Signature is a responsibility of everyone who creates communications for the brand.  

Even small deviations from our standard result in miscommunication. 

The examples above illustrate incorrect usage of our Signature. While some may seem small departures from 

the standard, all are unacceptable and dilute our brand image. 

Do Not switch the colors of the Signatures. 
Use only the approved colors for each of the 
elements.

Do Not use additional colors when using 
the reverse (white) version. The reverse 
version should always only be all white.

Do Not change the colors of the Signatures. 
Use only the approved Crimson Red and Dark 
Gray in Coated or Uncoated, Black or White.

Do Not use other background colors 
when using the reverse (white) version. 
The background color behind the reverse 
Signatures should always and only be  
Crimson Red, Dark Gray or Black.

Do Not change the typeface or any 
elements of the Signatures.

Distribution Inc

SINCE

to

Do Not stretch, distort or rotate the 
Signatures.

Do Not skew the Signatures.

Do Not use the Signatures as 
watermarks. Always use the Signatures 
at 100% opacity.

Incorrect Use of the Logo Signature
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Look and Feel Guidelines 
Section 2
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Creating Our Look and Feel 
When creating DW Distribution communications, there are quite a few elements 
that need to come together and work cohesively to portray our image. While each 
element by itself can express an idea, when all of the elements come together 
properly, we can tell our unique story.

This section covers our Brands’ core elements,  
such as imagery, color, typography. 

Look and Feel Guidelines
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Brand Color Palette  
The colors shown above are in three groups. Our primary colors are Crimson Red & Dark Gray.  

The secondary palette includes white and black. The tertiary color palette is mainly for complements  

and accents, but can be used as secondary colors. Only the Tertiary colors can be used as screen tints, 

and only in increments of 10% as show above.

A Note on these Colors 
All color shown here are target colors, they are all device dependent. There are many different variables 

that will affect color reproduction. 

Secondary ColorsPrimary Colors

Crimson Red 
PANTONE 7621C 7627U 
CMYK 0 98 91 30 7 78 70 12  
RGB 171 35 40 
HEX AB232B

Dark Gray 
PANTONE 432C 433U 
CMYK 65 43 26 78 76 63 55 24 
RGB 51 63 72 
HEX 333F48

Ruby Red 
PANTONE 7623C 7623U 
CMYK 0 97 87 53 0 96 92 36 
RGB 138 42 43 
HEX 005587

Light Gray 
PANTONE Cool Gray 3C & 3U 
CMYK 8 5 7 16 7 4 6 14 
RGB 200 201 199 
HEX C8 C9 C7

White 
CMYK 0 0 0 0 
RGB 255 / 255 / 255 
HEX FFFFFF

Black 
Process Black C & U 
CMYK 0 0 0 100 
RGB 30 / 30 / 30 
HEX 1E1E1E

Tertiary Colors

Sepia Brown 
PANTONE 7567C  7567U 
CMYK 10 66 98 57 10 66 98 57 
RGB 137 83 87 
HEX 89532F

Parchment Tan 
PANTONE 726C  726U 
CMYK 1 15 26 3 0 12 22 2 
RGB 1 15 26 3 
HEX E0C09F

Terra Orange 
PANTONE 716C  717U 
CMYK 0 61 99 0 0 53 97 6 
RGB 234 118 0 
HEX EA7600

Honey Yellow 
PANTONE 1225C 1225U 
CMYK 0 19 79 0 0 21 82 0 
RGB 225 200 69 
HEX FFC845

Royal Blue 
PANTONE 2144C 2144U 
CMYK 95 53 0 0 87 45 0 0 
RGB 0 103 185 
HEX 0067B9

Sea Green 
PANTONE 569C 569U 
CMYK 90 9 60 15 87 8 55 6 
RGB 0 120 109 
HEX 00816D

Look and Feel – Color Palette

Tertiary Colors (Tints by 10% increments)

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%
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How Much Color Matters  
The relationship of our colors within our palette to one another helps structure our color balance. A 

majority of primary to secondary, and least used tertiary color ratio should always be kept. 

The example ratios above are within tolerance. While they are good examples, they are not the only 

acceptable combinations. Use mostly primary, then secondary colors of the palette as predominant and the 

tertiary colors to accent. 

Acceptable 
Examples showing a range of  

primary, secondary, tertiary  

colors rations in use. 

Off Brand 
On its own, a majority secondary, tertiary ratio of color 

use loses the brand equities of DW Distribution Crimson 

Red and Dark Gray. It should be considered off brand. 

This same palette, however, could work if shown in 

combination with a color field that is predominantly  

DW Distribution Crimson Red or Dark Gray. 

Look and Feel Guidelines — Colors Balance
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Look and Feel Guidelines — Typography

Typography Composition
The below examples are a sampling for your reference. Your use is 

open to any of these listed fonts in the Helvetica family 

Font Usage Guidelines

Headlines
Headlines
Headlines
24 pt minimum preferred, 3 lines max, 1 to 2 lines preferred, 

upper and lower case, crimson red, dark gray, black or white.  

Use 0 to (-25) tracking. The larger the pt. size the tighter the tracking.

Subheads Introductory Text Callouts
13 pt minimum preferred, upper and lower case, crimson red, dark 

gray, black or white. Use 0 to (-10) tracking.

Paragraph Headings 
11 pt minimum preferred, upper and lower case, crimson red, dark 

gray, black or white. Use 0 to (-10) tracking.

Body Copy 
11 pt max preferred with 14 pt leading, upper and lower case,  

dark gray, black or white. Use 0 to (+10) tracking.

Sizes above based on full page 8.5 x 11 size advertisement. 

Do not use horizontal or vertical scale, or skew.

Thin
Thin Italic
Light
Light Italic
Regular
Regular Italic 
Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic
Black
Black Italic

37 Thin Condensed

37 Thin Condensed Oblique

47 Light Condensed 

47 Light Condensed Oblique 

57 Condensed
57 Condensed Oblique
67 Medium Condensed
67 Medium Condensed Oblique
77 Bold Condensed
77 Bold Condensed Oblique
87 Heavy Condensed
87 Heavy Condensed Oblique
97 Black Condensed
97 Black Condensed Oblique


